
SUSTAINABILITY 
SERVICES

Take Advantage of Our Sustainability Services Today and Benefit  
From Increased Efficiency, Sustainability, and Profitability

Helping you maximize your profits with superior parts serviced by industry experts

parts.hussmann.com 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778)





- Vsit parts.hussmann.com to place your order or call 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778) -

-  ADD AMBIANCE  -  INCREASE SAVINGS  -  BOOST EFFICIENCY  -

Hussmann Sustainability Services
We provide solutions for all your in-store needs and partner with you  
to improve your refrigeration equipment and overall operating costs.

Big Savings with dent, ding and scratch removal that  
avoids buying and installing entire new cases. 

No worries, we can update cases from all major  
manufacturers

No residual paint fumes with our fume free  
powder-coated paint.

Fast, overnight service for minimal store disruption.

More savings through discounted packaged prices.

Better visual merchandising helps increase product sales.

Inquire today to learn how you can transform the look of your store.

Select original  
or new color.

Before After

Before After

Our Sustainability Services Program will improve the look and feel of your store by giving your cases a face lift.

Breathe new life into the ambience of your store and attract shoppers with refreshed aesthetics with genuine Hussmann parts  
and accessories from Performance Parts. You will receive the quality, reliability and component compatibility you can only expect 
from all Hussmann equipment. All parts meet design specifications for reliable, long-life performance and include durable  
powder-coated paint.

GO GREEN! Enhance your store profitability with reduced  
energy consumption and lower energy costs. Our experts  
will suggest upgrades for the most efficient lighting, motors,  
doors and night curtains.

Improve food quality, freshness and safety with more uniform 
product temperatures.

Reduce energy, operating and maintenance costs to improve 
reliability and sustainability.





- Vsit parts.hussmann.com to place your order or call 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778) -

-  RENEW  -  RESKIN  -  TRANSFORM  -

Hussmann Sustainability Services Tiers
Make nominal improvements to your stores’ appearance by choosing  

the tier that best suits your needs

TIER ONE

Upgrade motors, lighting,  
night curtains and doors to the 
most efficient options available.

Update the exterior of your cases. OR

TIER TWO

Improve the efficiency of motors, 
lighting, night curtains and doors.

Renew the interior of your cases. AND

TIER THREE

Tier 3 is reserved for those special situations where we find that buying  
a whole new case is most cost efficient.

Before After

Before After





- Visit parts.hussmann.com to place your order or call 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778) -

Initial Sustainability Services Survey

Date: ___________________  Surveyor:  ________________________________________________________

Store:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

Store Address: _____________________________________________________________________________

City:  _____________________________________________  State:  _________  Zip:  ____________________

 UPGRADE SUGGESTIONSDEPARTMENT



 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

- Visit parts.hussmann.com to place your order or call 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778) -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER



 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?

- Visit parts.hussmann.com to place your order or call 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778) -
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?
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 EXTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of exterior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are there any variations of color on the same 
case or line-up?

Any corrosion or peeling paints?

Is color up to date with current grocer design?

Replace the existing top rail?

Replace splash guards?  
(plastic, painted metal or stainless-steel)

Replace front panels?

Replace bumpers?

Replace fascia?

Missing or damaged parts?

-  EXTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

BAKERY      BEVERAGE      DAIRY      DELI      FLORAL      FROZEN      MEAT      PRODUCE      SEAFOOD      MISC

 DEPT CASE LINEUP  CASE MANUFACTURER CASE MODEL SERIAL NUMBER
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 INTERIOR YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of interior of the case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Does honeycomb need replacing?  
(look for clogs or dirt)

Does shelving need replacing?  
(bent, peeling paint or damaged?)

Does PTM need updating?  
(missing, chipped, dirty, electronic?)

Do any doors need updating?  
(missing parts, bad gaskets, cloudy?)

Do display pans need replacing?  
(missing, damaged, dirty?)

Do wire racks need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, missing?)

Do interior panels need replacing?  
(chipped, bent, dirty?)

Do any cases need night curtains?

Is the most energy efficient lighting in place?

-  INTERIOR AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE  -

Does the lighting clearly display merchandise?

 ENDS YES NO COMMENTS

Is the overall condition of ends of the  
case good? 
(look for scratches, dents, dings, chips, dirt)

Are the ends accessible to change?





HUSSMANN DROP SHIP PROGRAM
Ensure critical parts availability with the Hussmann  
Drop Ship Program.

Always have the parts you need to keep the cases running at 
peak efficiency and save money by having bulk quantities of 
parts shipped directly to you. Recurring replenishment can be  
scheduled based on expected usage, reducing ordering time, 
and shipping expenses.

- Visit parts.hussmann.com to place your order or call 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778) -

HUSSMANN ENERGY REBATE OPPORTUNITIES
Reduce operating cost with Energy Rebate  
opportunities.

You can put money back in your pocket and reduce investment 
payback time by taking advantage of the billions of dollars that 
utility companies allocate each year as incentives for stores to 
become more energy efficient.

Hussmann can also take the hassle out of securing Energy  
Rebates from local utilities with our Energy Rebate  
Management program.

-  RESPONSIVE CUSTOMER SERVICE  -  ALL DAY ORDERING  -  FAST SHIPPING  -

Hussmann Performance Parts
We strive to provide original parts that fit right  

and keep your equipment running like new.

SUPERIOR PARTS
Hussmann Performance Parts launched in 2002 to better 
service all your refrigeration case needs. Our team is dedicated 
to providing you with top-notch customer service to ensure 
your display cases are operating at peak efficiency and saving 
you money. With over 150 years of experience working with 
refrigeration equipment, our team understands what is needed 
for efficient, sustainable performance.

Quick Facts
–   Need a part right away? Order any in-stock part  

before 4 pm and it will ship that same business day.

–   Hussmann Parts E-Store provides 24/7 access to  
over 3 million case bills of material for research  
and ordering the part you need anytime.

–   In 2018, Parts E-Store mobile optimized to provide part 
research and ordering directly from the store or repair site.





TONY LATTANZI

OPEN

ED TUREK

DON FEYCHE

MARK FOCKEN

MIKE ALSMAN

REGIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES

HUSSMANN PARTS E-STORE
Visit the Hussmann Parts E-Store  

(parts.hussmann.com) anytime, anywhere  
to order the parts you need.

–  The Parts E-Store provides immediate access to  
more than three million case bills of material  

for identifying parts specific to your case’s  
serial number – thus removing the  

will it fit question.

–  3-D visual part verification ensures you select  
the part you need.

–  Save time with instant access to part pricing  
and availability.

–  Mobile optimized pages allow you to view  
and order the part prior to leaving  

the job site.

–  Online Chat feature puts you in touch with  
a knowledgeable parts representative  

to answer your questions.

REGIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Sales Manager: 
– MIKE KARPICKE - 616.238.8948

Field Representatives: 
– MICHAEL ALSMAN - 714.227.0387 
– DONN FEYCHE - 513.430.0677 
– MARK FOCKEN - 630.880.5363 
– TONY LATTANZI - 832.499.3871 
– ED TUREK - 314.452.6570

TOLL FREE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Call toll free 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778)  
Monday through Friday, 7am – 7pm CST, to speak  
to a knowledgeable parts representative. 

Our representatives and specialists have over 150 years 
combined experience in the refrigeration industry making  
them well qualified to provide the correct solutions.

E-MAIL ORDER ENTRY
Orders can also be accepted via email to  
amparts@hussmann.com.

- Visit parts.hussmann.com to place your order or call 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778) -

-  ANYTIME, ANYWHERE TO ORDER  -

Contact Us
We are committed to providing you the highest quality customer service  

to get you the right part at the right time.



-  BETTER BUSINESSES  -  BETTER PARTNERS  -  BETTER WORLD  -

The Hussmann Promise
Continuously Providing the Most Customer-Focused Solutions  

in the Food Retailing Industry.

The Performance Parts  
Distribution Center is centrally 
located near St. Louis, Missouri 
providing efficient shipping  
to all locations across  
the United States.

The Performance Parts 
Canadian Distribution  

Center is located in 
Cambridge, Ontario for 

expedited shipping  
in Canada. 

SAME DAY SHIPPING  
ON ORDERS PLACED BY  
4PM CST.
Our warehouse works  
3 shifts Monday – Friday  
insuring you receive the  
parts you need as quickly  
as possible.

HUSSMANN PARTS E-STORE

Visit the Hussmann Parts E-Store (parts.hussmann.com) anytime, anywhere to order the parts  
you need or call 855.HUSSPRT (855.487.7778).


